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Bodyprint®: ultimate innovation in healthy sleep!
A formula specifically developed to create optimum sleep climate and perfect comfort.
Indicators which explain the excellent features of Bodyprint®:

•  moisture regulation

•  warmth control 

•  pressure relief

•  elasticity
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Innovation you feel!     

Every day, everyone needs a restful sleep. 
To feel relaxed everything has to be right; the room climate and temperature; the comfort of your mattress.

Experience the Bodyprint® mattress range;  to sleep in a fresh environment with a personalized comfort and body 
support like never before.

Bodyprint® offers a mattress range where new and old technologies meet. All mattresses offer a comfort layer 
in Bodyprint® Fresh in combination with supporting layers in Bodyprint Memory or high density HR foams with 
assuring progressive comfort.

Bodyprint®: revolutionary pressure relief formula and a superior support system offering the exact mixture of body 
support and sleeping comfort needed. It helps you to improve your blood circulation and muscular relaxation to 
start a fresh new day.

Bodyprint®improves your body movements while sleeping; changing sleeping position becomes very easy and will 
no longer disturb your sleep. You will feel the difference!

With perfect costumer satisfaction claiming they have never slept better, people love sleeping on Bodyprint. 

The Bodyprint® team

Our mission and passion is to make the very best health mattress available to everyone.
Special pressure relief testing equipment allowed us to study in detail the human body. It allowed us to offer 
anatomic zone cuttings to eliminate pressure points giving you the total body support where you need it.  The extra 
soft shoulder zone and the lumbar support correct your spinal alignment. 

Key elements to reach our goal:

To assure a high support level:
• First class pressure relief materials
• Studied zoning and body support

To assure a high comfort level:
• Best moisture regulation
• Ideal warmth control

A special elastic cover perfectly matching the features of the cores.
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Bodyprint®: ideal warmth control

The ability to control warmth. 
The ventilation capacity of a foam is always assessed on how well body warmth is taken up and dissipated. 
Bodyprint® foam offers a really open cell structure. It absorbs significantly less heat than other foams and 
distributes warmth more even over of the entire core. This way a fresher sleeping environment is created which 
results in a more comfortable sleep.
Testing results show:

BENEFITS:

• Not too warm or cold

• Ideal temperature control, warmth regulation

• Cosy, comfortable sleep

Bodyprint®: first class pressure relief

The ability to remove pressure points. 
Bodyprint® foam offers ideal pressure relief. The cell structure is extremely open and fully inhomogeneous. 
This results in perfect scores in pressure distribution tests especially in comparison to other visco or HR alternatives.
Testing results show:

BENEFITS:

• No pressure points, better body support

• Increased comfort

• Better sleep

Bodyprint® Regular HR Visco

Bodyprint® Regular HR Visco

inside
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Bodyprint®: high elasticity

Elasticity: indicator of the quality of the foam.
Bodyprint® foam offers better rebound resilience values than other foams. The open cell structure has an excellent 
stability for a stable sleeping comfort. Even with heavier use, there is no cell cracking which makes Bodyprint an 
extreme and durable quality product.
Testing results show:

Bodyprint®: best moisture regulation

The ability to regulate the sleeping climate.
Bodyprint® foam is extremely open-celled and hydrophilic at the same time; it can absorb almost 4 times more 
moisture than conventional foam. In this way it prevents moisture accumulation and guarantees dryness in the 
mattress core. Moreover the air permeability is significantly higher than with alternative materials. 
Testing results show:

BENEFITS:

• Better treatment of moisture and perspiration

• Fresh and dry environment

• Comfortable sleep

BENEFITS:

• Full freedom of movement during the sleep

• Increased sleeping comfort

• Better sleep

Bodyprint® Regular HR Visco

Bodyprint® Regular HR Visco

inside
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Bodyprint®: ultimate innovation in healthy sleep!
Unique Bodyprint® cores need a special cover to guarantee you can benefit at maximum all its features.
This is why the Bodyprint® cover is non quilted and anti-allergic. It is removable and washable at maximum 60°C.
At sleeping side a very elastic double jersey with a surface in Tencel quality;  at the border and supporting side the 
extreme ventilating 3D Aerotec textile for optimal hygiene. Moreover the fabric is finished with the Somni-Fresh® 
treatment; ideal moisture management of the fabric. 

Bodyprint® cover: a turbo force in moisture 
absorption
Tencel is a natural lyocell fiber made out of cellulose, extracted 
from wood. It has a unique fibril structure. Fibrils (extremely 
small hairs) are the tiniest components which make up the 
fiber. Submicroscopic channels between the individual fibrils 

regulate absorption and release of moisture. Thus, these tiny fibrils assure the optimum transportation of moisture. 

Bodyprint® cover: eco-friendly
Lyocell is produced via an advanced spinning process with minimal impact on 
the environment and economical use of energy and water. It is eco-friendly since 
products made from it can be recycled and lyocell is biodegradable because it is 
a cellulosic fiber.

Bodyprint® cover: totally natural hygiene
Bacteria do not stand a chance with Tencel. The perfect moisture management is responsible for the reduced bacteria 
growth. Moisture is immediately transported into the inside of the fiber. Thus, no moisture film, which can sustain 
bacterial growth, form on the fiber. In synthetic fibers, the number of bacteria can be increased by up to 2000 times 
the value measured with Tencel quality.

Bodyprint® cover: great stretch offering high comfort and smooth gentleness
The Bodyprint® fabric is very elastic and a perfect match to the Bodyprint® cores with anatomic cuttings. It is the 
complement to the high comfortable cores and will assure a relaxing sleep. Moreover, due to the smooth structure 
of the Tencel fiber, the fabric is particularly silky and gently on the skin, offering a soft feel.

outside
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Bodyprint® cover: ventilation assured !
Optimal ventilation of the mattress is assured thanks to the 3D Aerotec textile used in the 
border and the supporting side of the mattress.
This technical fabric promotes air flow in and around the core with each body movement. 
Air flow ventilates a mattress and helps the mattress dry. The 3D Aerotec finishing promotes 
a healthy sleeping environment.

SomniFresh®: ideal moisture management !
SomniFresh® is a special treatment of the double jersey fabric which allows an improved moisture transport. Good 
moisture transport means a better distribution of the moisture on the surface and within the fabric. In combination 
with a Tencel® quality fabric, with its excellent moisture storage capacity, the evaporation performance of the textile 
increases and it dries much quicker. This is advantageous for hygienic reasons; the drying process is accelerated and 
a pleasant cool effect arises.

In combination with the Bodyprint® Fresh comfort layers, Somni-Fresh® offers the ideal moisture management 
and a cool sleeping sensation!

BODYPRINT MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

moisture

Bodyprint® cover

Bodyprint® Fresh

Bodyprint® Memory

outside
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BODYPRINT 600      
-  Comfort layer 3 cm Bodyprint® Fresh.
-  Support layer 3 cm Bodyprint® Memory.
-  Core 15 cm HR45.
-  Unique ergonomic 7 zone support with symmetrical cut.
-  Tencel® double jersey cover, SomniFresh®.
-  Cover with ventilating 3D Aerotec® textile for optimal hygiene.
-  Removable cover, washable at 60°C max.
-  Non-reversible.
-  Use in combination with flat or adjustable bed bases.
Height 22 cm
Medium or firm comfort

BODYPRINT TOPPER      
-  Comfort layer 3 cm Bodyprint® Fresh.
-  Support layer 3 cm Bodyprint® Memory.
-  Tencel® double jersey cover, SomniFresh®.
-  Cover with ventilating 3D Aerotec® textile for optimal hygiene.
-  Removable cover, washable at 60°C max.
-  Reversible.
Height 7 cm

technical
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BODYPRINT 700      
-  Comfort layer 3 cm Bodyprint® Fresh.
-  Support layer 4 cm Bodyprint® Memory.
-  Core 16 cm HR50.
-  Unique ergonomic 7 zone support with symmetrical cut and Reinforced Lumbar Support.
-  Tencel® double jersey cover, SomniFresh®
-  Cover with ventilating 3D Aerotec® textile for optimal hygiene.
-  Removable cover, washable at 60°C max.
-  Non-reversible.
-  Use in combination with flat or adjustable bed bases.
Height 24 cm
Soft, medium or firm comfort

BODYPRINT 800 id: A new standard
To offer the ultimate weight distribution the Bodyprint 800 id has been designed like our human body.
It has one shoulder and one lumbar support zone; just like the human body.  Bodyprint has created an 
anatomical support system that supports the human body from head to toe.  The bodyprint 800 id multi-
zone mattress with integrated pillow support brings pressure relief sleep products to another level.
      
-  Comfort layer 3,5 cm Bodyprint® Fresh.
-  Support layer 4,5 cm Bodyprint® Memory. 
-  Core 18 cm HR55.
-  Unique ergonomic 7 zone support with anatomical cut.
-  Reinforced lumbar support by Intelligent Designed Pillow Support.
-  Tencel® double jersey cover, SomniFresh®.
-  Cover with ventilating 3D Aerotec® textile for optimal hygiene.
-  Removable cover, washable at 60°C max.
-  Non-reversible, single orientation.
-  Use in combination with flat or adjustable bed bases.
Height 26 cm
Soft, medium or firm comfort

technical
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The Bodyprint® pillow is designed to enhance the 
Bodyprint experience

Bodyprint® pillows adapt perfectly to the neck and head. 
They are soft and comfortable offering the support needed. 

The special design of the pillow is perfectly lined up with the extra 
soft shoulder zone of the mattresses. 

The Bodyprint® pillow is available in different versions:

Bodyprint® Fresh pillows 40x60cm:
Small:   A: 9cm  B: 8cm
Medium:  A: 10,5cm B: 9,5cm
Large:   A: 12cm B: 11cm

Bodyprint® Memory pillows 40x60cm:
Small:   A: 9cm  B: 8cm
Medium:  A: 10,5cm B: 9,5cm
Large:   A: 12cm B: 11cm

The Bodyprint® pillows are finished in the Bodyprint® Tencel fabric including the 
SomniFresh® treatment. Ideal moisture management and total natural hygiene!

BA

pillow
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Guaranteed by

quality



velda.net


